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Introduction

Chairman Menendez, Ranking Member Risch, members of the committee, on behalf of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, thank you for the opportunity to testify. I am honored to present my analysis and recommendations and those of my colleagues from FDD’s Iran team.

After a year of talks in Vienna, the negotiations between the Biden administration and the regime in Iran have stalled over an Iranian demand that Washington remove Tehran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) from the U.S. Foreign Terrorist Organization (FTO) list. If the talks get back on track and an agreement emerges, President Joe Biden will have fulfilled his campaign promise to take America back into a new version of the 2015 nuclear deal — albeit a shorter and weaker version of the already fatally flawed accord negotiated by President Barack Obama’s administration and abandoned in 2018 by President Donald Trump. The new deal aims to place Iran’s nuclear program “back in the box it was in,” as Secretary of State Antony Blinken put it on March 27.¹

However, if the new accord resembles the July 2015 agreement, formally known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), it will achieve precisely the opposite result: Iran’s nuclear program will leap forward like a jack-in-the-box. The new agreement will create patient pathways to nuclear weapons as key restrictions on Iran’s nuclear program sunset and the program reaches a near-zero breakout time — that is, the amount of time needed to produce enough fissile material for a single atomic bomb. Thus, merely by complying with the deal, Iran can receive hundreds of billions of dollars in sanctions relief and achieve a threshold nuclear capability — that is, the point at which it could dash for a bomb without any country capable of stopping it.²

_Specifically, according to estimates by FDD’s Saeed Ghasseminejad, an expert on the Iranian economy, Tehran will receive a financial package worth up to $275 billion within a 12-month period.³ Over the next five years, Iran could receive as much as $800 billion in sanctions relief._

Advocates for the agreement argue that it would increase Iran’s breakout time from three weeks — where it is today — to up to six months. (Israeli intelligence estimates that the breakout time will be between four and six months.)⁴ But the breakout time drops precipitously over the duration of the deal as Iran is able to manufacture and install advanced centrifuges. Tehran’s breakout time will plummet to near zero by 2029, as even Obama himself has acknowledged. By “year 13, 14, 15” of the JCPOA, Iran will “have advanced centrifuges that can enrich uranium

---


fairly rapidly, and at that time the breakout times would have shrunk almost down to zero,” he said in April 2015. By 2031, a ban on Iran’s production of weapons-grade uranium will be gone.

As a result, for an increase in breakout time that lasts only a few years, the United States will pay a high price that will have severe consequences.

As a precondition to concluding the deal, Tehran is demanding the delisting of the IRGC as an FTO. Some 70 terrorist groups are currently on the FTO list, including al-Qaeda, ISIS, and the Iranian proxies Hizballah and Hamas. There is a reason that Iranian negotiators were so adamant about having this terror designation removed. The designation imposes severe penalties on anyone, including those outside the United States, who provide material support to an FTO, with the scope of criminal and civil liabilities much greater than those imposed by other sanctions, including those already on the IRGC. The FTO designation also makes it much easier for victims of current and future Iranian terrorism, including the thousands of Americans murdered and maimed by the IRGC, to recover the more than $50 billion currently owed to them due to court judgments.

The IRGC will be the beneficiary of hundreds of billions of dollars in sanctions relief, further financing the IRGC’s regional aggression. Indeed, as U.S. negotiators were offering proposals in Vienna, the IRGC and Iran-backed proxies stepped up their attacks against U.S. partners in the region and against the U.S. regional force presence in Iraq and Syria. In Iran’s fifth major military operation using ballistic missiles from its own territory, the IRGC in March launched about a dozen ballistic missiles into Iraqi Kurdistan near the U.S. consulate in Erbil, allegedly targeting an Israeli facility. Elsewhere in the region, the IRGC-backed Houthi terrorists in Yemen — whom the Biden administration removed from the FTO list in February 2021 in the hope that they would deescalate their aggression — replied to Washington’s unilateral delisting by escalating their attacks on civilian population centers in Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. Earlier this

---


year, a Houthi assault employing ballistic missiles — made possible by Iranian material and technical support — attempted to target the United Arab Emirates and a facility used by U.S. servicemembers.

The Iranian strategy in Vienna may succeed: Wield the threat of nuclear and regional escalation to extort hundreds of billions of dollars in sanctions relief and win tacit permission to forge ahead with nuclear weapons research and development.9 Russia, a key broker of the agreement, has acknowledged that Iran received unanticipated concessions from the United States. “Iran got much more than it could expect,” said Vladimir Putin’s man in Vienna, Russian negotiator Mikhail Ulyanov, on March 5.10

This should not be surprising. During the 2020 election, then-candidate Biden promised to abandon his predecessor’s pressure campaign against Iran.11 In response, Tehran massively expanded its nuclear capabilities. Most of the regime’s escalation — including the most dangerous steps of enriching uranium to 20 percent purity and then to 60 percent — occurred after President Biden’s election and the abandonment of his predecessor’s maximum pressure campaign.12 (See Exhibit A.) The Jewish Institute for National Security of America (JINSA) has documented a measurable 100 percent increase in Iran’s malign acts since President Biden took office compared to the two-year period after President Trump left the JCPOA.13

This is worth emphasizing: Iran significantly escalated its nuclear program and regional aggression after President Biden made it clear he would stop applying American pressure on the regime.

Without U.S. pressure, and under the terms of any new deal, Iran will move forward aggressively to a lethal end state. While advocates for the deal argue that it is either this deal or war, the reality is that it will be this deal and war. And when that war comes, Iran will be a much more formidable enemy, with an industrial-size nuclear program and with nuclear facilities spread around the country in multiple locations, buried and hardened underground. It will have a near-zero nuclear breakout capability, a clandestine sneak-out capability enabled by advanced

---


13 @jinsadc, “When considering the full-range of Iran’s projectile strikes, naval harassment, cyber activity, kidnapping, and weapons tests, JINSA’s data shows that Iran’s aggression has increased by 100% since Biden took office, compared to the period after Trump left the JCPOA,” Twitter, April 28, 2022. (https://twitter.com/jinsadc/status/1519672759508418561); “Iran Projectile Tracker,” Jewish Institute for National Security of America, accessed May 3, 2022. (https://jinsa.org/iran-projectile-tracker)
**Political Timeline**

- **May 2019**
  - U.S. leaves JCPOA

- **May 2019**
  - Iran announces plan to incrementally breach JCPOA

**Nuclear Timeline**

- **MAY 2019**
  - Iran installs a greater number of IR-6 centrifuges than JCPOA permits. IR-6 is one of Iran’s fastest machines

- **JULY 2019**
  - Iran breaches JCPOA caps on uranium enrichment level & size of enriched uranium stockpile

- **SEPT. 2019**
  - Iran begins enriching uranium using an array of advanced centrifuges at Natanz Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP)

- **NOV. 2019**
  - Iran breaches JCPOA heavy-water cap, restarts enrichment at underground Fordow plant. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) reports discovery of undeclared uranium at warehouse in Tehran, which Iran apparently sanitized. Total enriched uranium stockpile is >370 kilograms

- **MAR. 2020**
  - IAEA reports Iran blocked access to two suspect sites and apparently sanitized them

- **NOV. 2020**
  - Iran’s enriched uranium stockpile grows to >2,400 kilograms. Iran begins enriching uranium in advanced IR-2m centrifuges at Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP)

- **JAN. 2021**
  - At Fordow, Iran starts enriching uranium to 20 percent purity, or 90 percent of the effort necessary to reach weapons-grade uranium (WGU)

- **FEB. 2021**
  - Iran stops implementing Additional Protocol & JCPOA monitoring measures, which give the IAEA greater insight into Tehran’s nuclear activities. Absent these, IAEA access & monitoring at nuclear sites are restricted. Tehran threatens to destroy IAEA data & makes 3.6 grams of uranium metal (used in nuclear weapon cores). IAEA detects undeclared uranium at two sites

- **APR. 2021**
  - At Natanz FEP, Iran begins using advanced centrifuges to enrich uranium to 60 percent purity, or 99 percent of the effort necessary to reach WGU. At Natanz FEP, Iran uses 1,044 IR-2m centrifuges and 3,486 IR-4s to enrich uranium up to 5 percent purity

- **MAY 2021**
  - Iran's enriched uranium stockpile grows to >5,200 kilograms. IAEA must estimate stockpile due to Tehran's reductions in agency monitoring

- **JUNE 2021**
  - Despite a temporary political arrangement it reached with the IAEA in February, Iran refuses to confirm that it continues to collect and hold in its custody IAEA monitoring and surveillance data at sites. Tehran has barred the agency from visiting

- **AUG. 2021**
  - Iran produces 200 grams of uranium metal enriched up to 20 percent

- **NOV. 2021**
  - IAEA reports no progress in safeguards investigation into undeclared uranium & activities at three Iranian sites and concerns about activities at a fourth site. Independent estimates find Iran has enough enriched uranium to make WGU for four nuclear weapons within six months and could make WGU for one weapon in three weeks

- **DEC. 2021**
  - Iran starts enriching 20 percent uranium using a cascade of IR-6 centrifuges at Fordow plant, providing fast route to WGU production at a highly fortified facility

---

Exhibit A
centrifuges, and nuclear warhead-capable intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) holding American cities hostage.

With sanctions relief from the JCPOA, Iran’s economy will be increasingly fortified against sanctions, and the regime will have hundreds of billions of dollars to establish a lethal conventional military and an even more dangerous regional posture through well-funded proxies. The new agreement increases prospects for military conflict, since it weakens significant economic and political leverage that Washington could exercise to change Tehran’s behavior peacefully.

And it is an open question whether the United States or Israel after 2031, when most of the nuclear restrictions expire, will have the capability to deal with a breakout or sneak-out to the bomb once the Iranian program involves widely dispersed enrichment facilities, buried deep underground, and encased in thick concrete. At that point, American and Israeli weaponry may be unable to inflict sufficient damage, and Tehran will have achieved “threshold nuclear capability.”

As Obama himself once argued, “no deal is better than a bad deal.”14 The prospective new deal is a bad deal. It undermines U.S. leadership and deterrence precisely as the Biden administration contends with a war in Ukraine, a rising China, a resumption of long-range missile testing by North Korea, and diminished American credibility following the chaotic withdrawal from Afghanistan.

On April 14, 1984, then-Secretary of State George P. Shultz told an audience at Kansas State University, “Negotiations are a euphemism for capitulation if the shadow of power is not cast across the bargaining table.”15 Unfortunately, in the nuclear talks in Vienna, President Biden has cast a shadow of weakness over the bargaining table. The primary victim will be American national security,16 the Iranian people, and the people of the Middle East, who will now face an even more lethal and repressive regime in Tehran.

The Fatally Flawed JCPOA: Paving the Pathway to Nuclear Weapons17

The Biden team has acknowledged that the JCPOA does not stop Iran’s progress toward a nuclear arsenal, because key restrictions on the program sunset over time, allowing Iran to build up an industrial-size nuclear capability with multiple pathways to nuclear weapons. And the

---

agreement does not address Tehran’s IRGC-backed cruise and ballistic missile programs, evolving drone and cyber capabilities, support for terrorism, or regional aggression.

The Biden administration claims to have a plan to address the JCPOA’s gaps: Washington’s next step, Secretary Blinken said last year, would be to seek a “longer and stronger agreement” with Iran if Tehran came back into compliance with its nuclear obligations under the JCPOA. This statement is tantamount to an acknowledgment of the deal’s flaws. And for the Biden team, many of whom were involved in the JCPOA negotiations, the new agreement would constitute a significant departure from the Obama administration’s 2015 claims that the accord permanently “cuts off” or “blocks” Tehran’s pathways to a nuclear weapon.

The 2015 JCPOA, however, not only kept much of Iran’s nuclear program intact, but permitted the program to expand over time as a result of sunsets in the agreement. (See Exhibit B.) The deal enabled Tehran not only to develop a bomb as enrichment restrictions sunset, but also to build industrial-size enrichment capabilities and develop an easier clandestine route to a bomb. It enabled Iran’s immediate work on research and development for advanced centrifuges, which are more powerful and therefore easier to hide because fewer are needed to produce weapons-grade uranium.

In comparison with the permanent restrictions that several UN Security Council resolutions placed on Iran, the Islamic Republic under the JCPOA had more freedom to develop ballistic missiles. Tehran also had more latitude to proliferate and procure conventional weapons, as the UN conventional arms and missile embargoes were scheduled to lapse in five and eight years, respectively. All this in return for the lifting of sanctions to allow hundreds of billions of dollars to flow into the coffers of the mullahs.

Now, seven years later, the conventional arms embargo is already gone; the missile embargo will sunset next year; key restrictions on the production of advanced centrifuges begin disappearing in 2024; and all enrichment restrictions, including the ban on weapons-grade uranium enrichment, will be gone by 2031.

---

Exhibit B

KEY SUNSETS UNDER THE JCPOA & UNSC RESOLUTION 2231

2020
- UN arms embargo ended
- Select UN-sponsored visa bans lifted

2023
- U.S. and EU/UK sanctions on select proliferation-linked entities lapses
- UN-sponsored ban on imports/exports of missile-related equipment and technology expires
- UN prohibition on Iranian ballistic missile launches ends
- UN-sponsored asset freezes terminate

2024
- Advanced centrifuge restrictions begin to sunset

2025
- Past UNSC resolutions related to Iran’s nuclear program terminate
- UN procurement channel for nuclear-related imports ends
- “Snapback” mechanism to restore international sanctions on Iran expires

2027
- Restrictions on mass deployment of centrifuges, including advanced centrifuges, begin to sunset

2029
- Remaining restrictions on advanced centrifuge deployments lifted

2031
- No cap on enrichment purity level
- No cap on enriched uranium stockpile
- Enrichment permitted at Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant
- New enrichment plants permitted
- Plutonium reprocessing prohibition lifted
- Heavy water reactors permitted
- No cap on heavy water production/domestic stockpiling
Let me underscore this point: Under a new deal, in less than nine years, a ban on Iran’s production of weapons-grade uranium will be gone. This fact alone should cause each member of this committee to oppose the new agreement.

What is equally concerning is that the 2015 agreement has no mechanism to force the Iranians to renegotiate and reach the “longer and stronger” deal that the Biden administration now acknowledges must come before Tehran is a turn of the screw away from developing nuclear weapons. In 2025, the JCPOA’s snapback mechanism, which gives the United States and any other party to the deal the unilateral right to restore UN sanctions on Iran, will expire. Gone will be any multilateral leverage, as China and Russia are unlikely to agree to re-impose sanctions.

Based on his actions to date, President Biden is unwilling to use American power to achieve a longer and stronger deal. Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, sees the Biden administration’s unwillingness to confront his regime as a vulnerability to exploit. This perception of American weakness is what motivated Tehran to ask for the delisting of the IRGC as an FTO, a demand that has nothing to do with nuclear issues, even though the parties had reportedly reached a deal.

Based on this perception of U.S. weakness, Tehran will do what it has done for decades: Escalate its nuclear program under the deal as restrictions sunset, intensify its aggression using its new financial windfall, and potentially develop ICBMs capable of carrying nuclear payloads that would threaten American and European cities. The supreme leader will back down — as he advised his predecessor, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, to do during the Iran-Iraq War due to their fear of American intervention — only if presented with no other alternative.

Iran’s Violations of Key Nuclear Commitments

Since the JCPOA’s finalization in 2015, Tehran has repeatedly violated its letter and spirit by escalating the regime’s nuclear activities and reducing International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) monitoring of Iran’s nuclear program. Even before the Trump administration’s withdrawal from the JCPOA in May 2018, Iran remained in noncompliance not only with the accord, but also with the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement (CSA), and the Additional Protocol (AP).

JCPOA Violations

The JCPOA’s weak verification measures enabled Iran’s misconduct. While President Obama repeatedly asserted that Washington could “snap back” sanctions on Iran if the clerical regime

---

violated the JCPOA, he failed to note that the deal allowed for an Iranian nuclear snapback as well. In other words, as Supreme Leader Khamenei himself wrote in an October 2015 letter to Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, Tehran could resume its nuclear activities at any time if the United States re-imposed any sanctions — including sanctions unrelated to Tehran’s nuclear program. The text of the JCPOA appears to support Khamenei’s position, stating that the United States and the European Union “will refrain from any policy specifically intended to directly and adversely affect the normalisation of trade and economic relations with Iran inconsistent with their commitments not to undermine the successful implementation of this JCPOA.”

The JCPOA compounds U.S. concessions by effectively permitting incremental violations of the accord. The pact states that a party to the deal could cease implementation of its JCPOA commitments if another party engages in “significant nonperformance” of the agreement. Yet the JCPOA fails to define the word “significant,” suggesting that Iran could get away with smaller violations. Between 2015 and 2018, Tehran engaged in minor breaches of the deal, apparently testing the JCPOA’s boundaries. In 2018 and 2019, Iran engaged in strategic restraint, waiting to gauge the impact of President Trump’s May 2018 withdrawal. In 2019 and 2020, Tehran increased violations incrementally.

Since Biden’s election, the regime has committed major violations, including the enrichment of uranium to 20 percent and then 60 percent purity, which is itself technically usable in a nuclear weapon. Notably, Iran’s most serious violations occurred only after President Biden’s election. President Biden — like President Obama before him — failed to impose meaningful new sanctions in response or censure Tehran at the IAEA Board of Governors.

IAEA Investigation

These developments come in the wake of a significant concession at the outset of the JCPOA’s finalization in 2015. In order to ensure the deal’s implementation, the Obama administration and the IAEA’s 35-member Board of Governors voted in December 2015 to remove from its agenda the agency’s longstanding investigation of the possible military dimensions (PMD) of Iran’s nuclear program. The board took this step even though Tehran continued to refuse to provide the

29 Ibid., paragraph 36.
IAEA with answers to a series of unresolved questions on the topic. As a result, to this day, the IAEA cannot credibly state whether Iran has implemented Section T of Annex I of the JCPOA, which imposes constraints on Iranian nuclear weaponization activities.

Further details of Iran’s nuclear mendacity emerged when Israel disclosed in 2018 that the Mossad had exfiltrated an archive from a Tehran warehouse documenting Iran’s nuclear activities. The archive’s files, dating to the late 1990s, filled in many details about Iran’s past work on nuclear weapons and showed it was far more extensive than previously known. According to arms control experts at Harvard University, the documents suggest that the IAEA Board of Governors halted its 2015 investigation prematurely. As the scholars assert, “the program revealed by the archive was more advanced and substantial than previously known,” indicating that Tehran “had made considerable progress on nearly every aspect of developing and manufacturing nuclear weapons.” Consequently, the Harvard report continues, the archive’s disclosures “reset the factual basis for further interactions with Iran about its nuclear program.”

The nuclear archive shows that Iran may have hidden and camouflaged continued nuclear weapons-related activities, and that there may be numerous unvisited sites, people, and equipment associated with Tehran’s nuclear program. In order to provide space for nuclear talks aimed at reviving the JCPOA, the Biden administration has not pushed for censure of Iran by the IAEA Board of Governors.

Tehran’s covert nuclear weapons development constitutes an apparent violation of the NPT, CSA, and AP, and the JCPOA fails to address these violations. Several IAEA discoveries from the archive exemplify this failure. In 2018, the IAEA sought access to another warehouse in Tehran, allegedly a location where Iran housed nuclear-related equipment and material. Iran attempted to sanitize the site prior to permitting IAEA access. Nevertheless, the IAEA detected traces of man-made uranium particles.

34 Ibid., page 13.
In 2019 and 2020, the IAEA sought access to two additional sites, and Iran denied access. Following an IAEA Board of Governors censure in June 2020, Tehran allowed the IAEA to inspect the sites. The agency again detected the presence of man-made uranium. The IAEA also had questions about a fourth site but did not seek access, since Iran had razed the site years ago.

The regime has refused to cooperate with the IAEA or explain the presence of undeclared nuclear material and related activities. In essence, the JCPOA permitted Iran to quietly retain all its past nuclear weapons-related information — and, potentially, to continue key nuclear activities. The deal also did not require Tehran to cooperate with the IAEA or fulfill the commitments of its safeguards agreements.

If the nuclear work described in the archive continues today, Iran may have violated Section T of Annex I of the JCPOA. At the very least, the regime’s preservation of the archive is inconsistent with its JCPOA commitment “that under no circumstances will Iran ever seek, develop or acquire any nuclear weapons.” The archive also contradicts a 2007 U.S. National Intelligence Estimate judging “with high confidence” that Iran “halted its nuclear weapons program” in 2003. The archive files suggest Iran’s nuclear weapons program continued, albeit in a more circumscribed and diffuse manner.

Ultimately, from 2015 to 2018, the JCPOA enabled the Islamist regime to dictate the terms of the agreement at Washington’s expense. By contrast, the Trump administration responded to the regime’s intransigence by abandoning the JCPOA and re-imposing U.S. sanctions, effectively weakening the regime, undermining its strategy, and giving Washington the upper hand in prospective negotiations. The Biden administration, however, has reportedly agreed to lift most U.S. sanctions on Iran as part of a weaker version of the old deal. In so doing, Biden may erase U.S. leverage at the bargaining table that could have resulted in a better agreement.

The Biden Administration’s False Narrative

As FDD’s nuclear expert Andrea Stricker has noted, the Biden administration continues to issue misleading statements about the 2015 deal. For example, State Department Spokesperson Ned Price claimed in February that the JCPOA gave Iran a one-year breakout time. In reality, as the Institute for Science and International Security assesses that “if Iran were to re-install [its

40 @StrickerNonpro, “Administration spokespeople & those advocating for the #JCPOA often repeat the claim that the deal puts Iran’s nuclear program ‘in a box.’ Let us assess their claims vs. reality,” Twitter, March 23, 2022. (https://twitter.com/StrickerNonpro/status/15067305960056576)
41 Ibid.
advanced IR-2m centrifuges during a breakout,” it would need only “seven months” to produce a nuclear weapon.43

Similarly, in January, Price said that under the JCPOA, Iran is “verifiably and permanently barred from obtaining a nuclear weapon.” The parties to the JCPOA, he claimed, seek to “arrive once again at a formula by which Iran is permanently and verifiably prevented from obtaining a nuclear weapon.”44 But the JCPOA’s own provisions contradict this assertion. The JCPOA lifts key prohibitions in the next several years, giving Iran a glide path to unconstrained uranium enrichment, including to weapons-grade. Indeed, this is why Secretary Blinken has acknowledged the need for a “longer and stronger” agreement.45

In May 2021, State Department spokesman Price also contended that the JCPOA imposes the “most stringent verification and monitoring regime ever negotiated.”46 Yet Iran has refused to grant the IAEA access to key sites or permit it to go to military facilities where the regime may be undertaking activities related to the development of a nuclear weapon.

**The New Deal: Empowering and Enriching a Rogue Regime**

The new deal is looking to be far worse than the original: The agreement legitimizes all of Iran’s nuclear advances, permits the regime to retain and expand its nuclear and missile capabilities, and enables Tehran to build a deadly conventional military. This “JCPOA-minus” will leave Tehran less than six months from nuclear breakout, with that breakout time dropping sharply in a few years.47 Fueling all this will be hundreds of billions of dollars in sanctions relief that will fortify Iran’s economy, strengthen the regime, and allow Tehran to expand support for its terrorist proxies.

As FDD’s Saeed Ghasseminejad notes,48 the sanctions-relief package envisioned under the new deal would give Iran immediate access to an estimated $86.1 billion to $130.5 billion in foreign

---


48 Parts of this section previously appeared as FDD policy briefs, cited below.
assets that are currently frozen, an estimated $12 billion annually in reduced import costs, an estimated $73 billion annually from the removal of oil sanctions, and more than $50 billion annually in other export earnings.

The estimate of frozen foreign assets stems from reports by the Central Bank of Iran (CBI), which finances the IRGC. While the CBI’s data warrant some skepticism due to its lack of transparency, the bank reported having $117 billion in net foreign assets as of December 2021, while the Iranian financial system — that is, the CBI plus all other Iranian financial institutions — had $166 billion in net foreign assets. The CBI further reported that it had $161.9 billion in gross foreign assets and $44.4 billion in foreign liabilities.

In October 2021, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimated that Iran had $31.4 billion in readily available and controlled external assets. By subtracting that figure from the $161.9 billion in gross foreign assets, one can estimate that sanctions relief will grant Tehran access to an additional $130.5 billion in gross foreign assets. Depending on the terms of the CBI’s $44.4 billion in foreign liabilities, some of that $130.5 billion may be needed to retire those liabilities. However, the remaining $86.1 billion are not tied to any foreign liability. In other words, the CBI will gain access to at least $86.1 billion in net foreign assets and potentially as much as $130.5 billion in gross foreign assets.

In April 2021, Mohammad Shariatmadari, the regime’s labor minister, said sanctions had increased the cost of imports by 20 percent. If that figure held constant for the Persian calendar year 1400 (April 2021 to March 2022), during which the Islamic Republic imported an estimated $50.8 billion worth of goods and services, then sanctions cost the regime almost $10 billion in additional import costs that year. Assessments of the increased cost by other Iranian officials and media sources have varied widely, between 8 and 30 percent.

This relief would come as Iran’s oil exports to China increase dramatically in violation of U.S. sanctions, with Beijing reducing its purchases of Russian oil as a result of the Ukraine conflict. According to The Wall Street Journal, commodities data provider Kpler said Iran’s oil exports rose to 870,000 barrels per day during the first three months of 2022, up 30 percent from an


53 Ibid.

average of 668,000 barrels per day in 2021, and up 77 percent from an average of 385,000 barrels per day under the height of the Trump administration’s “maximum pressure” on Iran. Since entering office, the Biden administration has largely failed to enforce U.S. sanctions on Chinese oil imports.

Likewise, over the past year, Iranian non-oil exports increased to $48 billion from $35 billion the year before — driven mostly by the inflationary forces that have dominated 2021 and 2022. If the United States lifts sanctions pursuant to a revised nuclear deal, Tehran’s non-oil exports could reach $55 billion to $60 billion in the first year of the deal.

By increasing Iran’s oil and non-oil exports, lowering the cost of imports, and granting Iran renewed access to its foreign currency reserves, a revived JCPOA may provide Tehran with a financial package worth up to $275 billion within a 12-month period. Over the next five years, Iran could receive as much as $800 billion in sanctions relief.

Non-oil sanctions are much more difficult to enforce than oil sanctions, particularly against a country like Iran, which has massive land and sea borders with several countries, many of which are keen to close their eyes to Tehran’s sanctions busting activities. But Washington could have successfully enforced the non-oil sanctions if it had decided to allocate the required resources and political capital to pressure neighboring countries and hunt down sanctions busters.

Sanctions relief will fund Tehran’s regional aggression against Israel, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Yemen, and Bahrain, all of which face the threat of Iran-backed terrorism as well as Iranian missiles and drones. This massive financial concession of more than $800 billion over five years also is an insult to the families of American soldiers killed and injured by Iran-backed terrorists. In January, more than 1,000 military veterans and family members of those killed or injured in Iran-backed attacks signed a letter urging President Biden not to give the clerical regime this money, particularly when U.S. victims are owed over $50 billion in damages for Iranian-sponsored terrorist attacks in Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon, and elsewhere.

Tehran’s latest proposed budget bill, introduced in December, provides insight into the Islamic Republic’s priorities. Under the new financial plan, the IRGC’s budget as a whole will receive a 240 percent increase year-over-year. In particular, the IRGC’s Shahid Ebrahimi program, whose stated mission is to “strengthen security infrastructure,” a euphemism for the regime’s

repression of dissidents, will receive a 386 percent increase in funding compared to last year. Likewise, Iran’s Ministry of Intelligence, which also targets Tehran’s opponents, will receive a 29.8 percent increase. As former State Department official Gabriel Noronha points out, that ministry masterminded the attempted kidnapping and rendition of Masih Alinejad, a prominent Iranian journalist and activist, on U.S. soil. These budgetary figures stand in contrast to allocations for the country’s genuine needs, such as resolving Iran’s water crisis, which receive considerably less funding.

The new budget marks a continuation of the regime’s increased military spending in 2021. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, “In 2021 Iran’s military budget increased for the first time in four years, to $24.6 billion. Funding for the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps continued to grow in 2021—by 14 per cent compared with 2020—and accounted for 34 per cent of Iran’s total military spending.”

Lifting the IRGC’s Designation as an FTO

Despite news reports that President Biden has refused to agree to Iranian demands to remove the IRGC from Washington’s FTO list — a dangerous move that would undermine U.S. interests and empower the world’s leading state sponsor of terrorism — the possibility of such removal still exists.

The IRGC’s Record of Terrorism

Tehran’s record of terrorism is a bloody one. As FDD’s Richard Goldberg and Saeed Ghasseminejad note, the Department of State, in its latest annual country report on terrorism, describes Iran’s wide range of terror-related activities. Hizballah, a designated FTO since 1997, is Iran’s “primary terrorist proxy group.” The Islamic Republic also provides support to major Palestinian terrorist groups, including Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine-General Command. In Iraq, Tehran works through a series of militia

61 @GLNoronha, “(3) The new Iranian budget increases funding to the regime’s brutal Ministry of Intelligence (MOIS) by 29.8%. As the Department of Justice has said in public filings, the MOIS was behind the attempted kidnapping & rendition of US citizen @AlinejadMasih from her Brooklyn home.” Twitter, March 23, 2022. (https://twitter.com/GLNoronha/status/1506737571480621064)
groups, political fronts, and even quasi-social and religious organizations to exert pressure on Washington, influence the Iraqi state, circumvent sanctions, and more.\textsuperscript{66}

According to the State Department, Iran uses the Quds Force, the IRGC’s foreign operations arm, “to provide support to terrorist organizations, provide cover for associated covert operations, and create instability in the region.”\textsuperscript{67} The Quds Force moves weapons to Hizballah through Iraq and Syria\textsuperscript{68} while providing arms and training for Yemen-based terrorist attacks by the Houthis. The 2022 Worldwide Threat Assessment by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) notes that within the past year, Tehran provided the Houthis with the Shahed-136, one of the Islamic Republic’s most advanced kamikaze drones, bolstering the terrorist group’s long-range strike capabilities.\textsuperscript{69}

Iran has plotted attacks against dissidents on European soil, including in Denmark, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Albania.\textsuperscript{70} In late April, media outlets reported that a Quds Force operative plotted to assassinate an Israeli national who worked at the Israeli consulate in Istanbul, an American general in Germany, and a French journalist.\textsuperscript{71} The specific identities of the targets remain unknown. According to reports, the Israeli Mossad intelligence agency prevented the assassinations.\textsuperscript{72}

Over the years, Iran has sponsored several high-profile terrorist attacks targeting Americans and Jews. According to the U.S. Department of Defense, the IRGC is responsible for the murder of at


One of the masterminds of the 1994 attack, Mohsen Rezaei, is a current vice president of Iran and a former commander-in-chief of the IRGC. A member of the ultra-hardline cabinet of President Ebrahim Raisi, Rezaei will reportedly receive sanctions relief under the new deal. Nearly 40 percent of Raisi’s cabinet is subject to some form of sanctions by the United States, European Union, United Kingdom, United Nations, or Interpol.

Iran also cooperates with al-Qaeda. “Iran has allowed [al-Qaeda] facilitators to operate a core facilitation pipeline through Iran since at least 2009, enabling [al-Qaeda] to move funds and fighters to South Asia and Syria, among other locales,” a State Department report assessing Iran’s 2020 terrorist record states. The Treasury Department has previously sanctioned a number of Iranians for this al-Qaeda facilitation. According to the DIA, the terrorist group’s “Iran-based senior leaders oversee its global network and issue guidance” to al-Qaeda affiliates “on media releases and strategy.”

In 2011, the IRGC plotted an attack on U.S. soil by planning to assassinate the Saudi ambassador to the United States, Adel al-Jubeir, at a popular restaurant in Washington, DC. Then-Attorney General Eric Holder declared that the plot was “directed and approved by elements of the Iranian government and, specifically, senior members of the Quds Force.” An Iranian agent pleaded guilty to the crime and received a sentence of 25 years in prison.

Iran has also threatened former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, former Special Representative for Iran Brian Hook, and former National Security Adviser John Bolton. The DIA reports that

Iranian officials “probably are planning covert actions against U.S. officials to retaliate” for America’s killing of IRGC Quds Force commander Qassem Soleimani in 2020. In 2019, the regime also sanctioned and threatened me and FDD. In 2020, Tehran sanctioned FDD’s Richard Goldberg, a former White House official and congressional staffer. In 2022, it sanctioned FDD’s Matthew Pottinger, a former deputy national security advisor, and FDD’s Reuel Marc Gerecht, a former CIA Middle East operations officer.

The IRGC has cooperated with Damascus and Moscow to launch a devastating campaign in Syria, which has featured Syrian use of chemical weapons and led to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Syrians and the displacement of millions more.

The IRGC also helps run Iran’s nuclear program. As Olli Heinonen, a former deputy director general for safeguards at the IAEA, put it, the “IRGC has played a pivotal role in Iran’s nuclear program,” and the organization “plays that role still today.” Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, the founding father of Iran’s nuclear program, previously served as an IRGC officer. Israel killed him in 2020. Since 2021, the regime has tasked the IRGC with securing Iran’s nuclear facilities and protecting its personnel.

*Implications of the IRGC’s Designations as an FTO and as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist (SDGT)*

As FDD’s Matthew Zweig explains, the executive branch employs two primary designations to target terrorist groups: the SDGT and the FTO, both of which President Trump used to designate the IRGC in 2017 and 2019, respectively. Taken together, these two designations pack a powerful one-two punch. Rescinding either one of them would significantly undermine Washington’s ability to combat the IRGC.

Congress formally established the FTO list in 1996, giving the secretary of state the authority to designate as FTOs those whose terrorististic activities threaten “the security of United States

---
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nationals” or the “national defense, foreign relations, or economic interests of the United States.”

In 2001, in the aftermath of 9/11, President George W. Bush issued Executive Order (E.O.) 13224, which created the legal architecture for an SDGT designation, specifically targeting terrorism financiers. In 2017, while the United States remained a participant in the JCPOA, Congress near-unanimously passed the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA), which directed the Trump administration to designate the IRGC as an SDGT pursuant to E.O. 13224. The statute notes the IRGC’s role as the “arm of the Government of Iran for executing its policy of supporting terrorist and insurgent groups.” CAATSA also mandated sanctions on entities connected to the IRGC. Trump obeyed the congressional mandates.

FDD’s Matthew Zweig explains that while FTO and SDGT designations may seem to overlap, they bear important practical differences. (See Exhibit C.) For example, as the next subsection elaborates, unlike an SDGT designation, an FTO designation makes it easier for terror victims — including Gold Star families — to seek legal action against Iran for civil damages.

An FTO designation also imposes a lower legal threshold for criminal prosecution for providing material support to terrorist organizations. With an SDGT designation, U.S. prosecutors must prove that U.S. persons who provided support to a terrorist organization did so “willfully.” But with an FTO designation, prosecutors must prove only that the violators should have known that they were supporting a terrorist organization. Entities and individuals must therefore conduct enhanced due diligence measures to remain compliant with U.S. law regarding FTOs.

Furthermore, the FTO designation imposes higher criminal penalties — as opposed to civil penalties — for violators. Anyone who “knowingly” provides material support or resources to an FTO or attempts or conspires to do so could face imprisonment of up to 20 years or — if that support results in the death of any person — life imprisonment. By contrast, an SDGT designation carries a maximum penalty of 20 years in prison and a $1 million fine for any U.S. person who “willfully” provides material support or resources to an SDGT — a higher standard to prove.

Likewise, the FTO designation allows the U.S. government to prosecute even non-U.S. nationals who commit terrorist acts overseas, whereas the SDGT designation allows for prosecution only

of individuals or entities subject to U.S. jurisdiction, wherever located. Moreover, unlike an SDGT designation, an FTO designation bans the designated party from receiving a U.S. visa or otherwise entering the United States.

Thus, an FTO designation brings far greater criminal exposure for a wider range of violators than an SDGT designation, although both carry substantial criminal penalties. Companies that do business or interact in any way with an FTO immediately face increased legal, financial, and reputational risk, pressuring them to rapidly sever those ties. The day after the IRGC’s FTO designation in 2019, for example, Instagram blocked the accounts of Qassem Soleimani and
several other senior IRGC leaders. Washington had already designated Soleimani as an SDGT — an individual designation that did not directly influence corporate behavior.

In one important way, however, an SDGT is more powerful than an FTO designation. In 2019 President Trump issued EO 13886, 92 which amended E.O. 13224 to authorize the application of secondary sanctions on any foreign individuals or entities, including businesses, that allow anSDGTs to use their services. This move further increased the risk associated with providing financial services to terrorists, including by threatening U.S. financial sanctions against any foreign financial institution that engages in such activity.

The FTO and SDGT designations also have broader consequences for the impact of U.S. sanctions policy as a whole. As former Treasury official Matthew Levitt put it, “dropping the FTO designation prematurely could undermine the efficacy of other non-nuclear sanctions.” As such, he continued, “to protect the credibility of U.S. sanctions authorities worldwide, Washington should only provide relief from terrorism-related penalties in response to changes in Iran’s support for terrorism, not as a side benefit of a nuclear deal.”93 Former White House administration officials Victoria Coates and Robert Greenway have advanced a similar argument. If Washington delists the IRGC, they write, U.S. sanctions will “henceforth seem negotiable in nature and not tethered to the behavior they are designed to punish.”94

Impact of FTO and SDGT Designations on Civil Suits Against Iran

As FDD’s Richard Goldberg and Matthew Zweig explain,95 the IRGC’s removal from the FTO list would have direct implications for the ability of victims of Iranian terrorism to litigate against Tehran in U.S. courts. In 1992, Congress amended the Antiterrorism Act (ATA) of 1990 to allow American victims of international terrorism to file civil suits for their injuries. Thus, the civil litigation risk for companies and individuals working with the IRGC is substantial. Congress has repeatedly acted to facilitate lawsuits against aiders and abettors of terrorism.

If the IRGC continues to kill or injure U.S. citizens in conflict zones such as Iraq and Syria, the IRGC’s FTO designation would make it far more straightforward for the victims or their families to sue not only the IRGC but also anyone who provided material support to the IRGC.

Before the IRGC’s FTO designation, a federal district court dismissed a civil action against a European bank alleged to have criminally conspired with IRGC agents to launder hundreds of billions of dollars through the U.S. financial system. The court held that the connection between

the bank’s conduct and the acts of terrorism was too attenuated to create liability, apparently in part because the IRGC itself lacked an FTO designation at the time of the attacks and was not engaged solely in terrorism. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court subsequently affirmed the dismissal.96

With the FTO designation, that defense would likely no longer be successful, particularly given the Supreme Court’s affirmation of Congress’ contention that “foreign organizations that engage in terrorist activity are so tainted by their criminal conduct that any contribution to such an organization facilitates that conduct.”97 The U.S. government’s FTO designation against the IRGC and scrutiny of its economic empire facilitate successful civil actions against banks or other companies that knowingly do business with the IRGC’s expansive business network. The FTO designation makes it more difficult for these banks and companies to escape prosecution by relying on a defense of willful blindness to the IRGC’s relationship with their business partners.

A recent Supreme Court judgment held that victims suing a foreign government entity under the state-sponsored terrorism exception to the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act may obtain punitive damages.98 While the case involved Sudan rather than Iran, it appears to have set a precedent that victims suing the IRGC directly may obtain retroactive punitive damages from Iran for attacks that occurred prior to the IRGC’s FTO designation. Now victims suing under the ATA may be able to use that judgment to attach assets involved in IRGC-connected economic activity. Since the IRGC mainly operates in foreign jurisdictions beyond the reach of U.S. courts, the prime targets of ATA civil actions are foreign companies and banks proven to have knowingly transacted with the IRGC.

International shipping companies and banks, for example, that provide trade finance or otherwise knowingly process financial transactions for the IRGC or its agents may also be subject to potential civil suits in the United States, regardless of where the transactions take place. Transactions with shipping terminals and port authorities controlled by designated IRGC affiliates — such as Iranian port operator Tidewater Middle East Company, which the United States designated as an IRGC-controlled entity in 201199 — could result in exposure to civil liability.

A rescission of the IRGC’s FTO designation would have far-reaching detrimental consequences for the ability of U.S. victims of Iranian terrorism to pursue their claims. Currently, there are well over $50 billion in default judgements against Iran on behalf of U.S. victims of terrorism. Moreover, there are assets in the United States identified as owned by the government of Iran. These assets include 650 5th Avenue in New York City and $1.67 billion in assets held by the Luxembourg-based bank Clearstream SA. The Biden administration and Congress should do

everything possible to enable victims to execute judgements against these assets — not undermine them.

Sanctions Against the CBI

In addition to the FTO and SDGT designations of the IRGC, the United States designated the Central Bank of Iran in September 2019 as an SDGT under E.O. 13224 for providing “billions of dollars to the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC), its Qods Force (IRGC-QF) and its terrorist proxy, Hizballah.” The State Department and Treasury Department announcements of that designation prominently noted the financial support the bank provides to Hizballah, as documented in intelligence reviewed by the two departments’ career professionals. To undo such sanctions, a future president would have to stipulate affirmatively that the Islamist group no longer engages in terrorism.

As FDD’s Richard Goldberg, Matthew Zweig, and Alireza Nader write, Iranian financial institutions, including the CBI, have played a key role in terrorist activities. The United States has long identified the CBI as the principal Iranian government entity responsible for providing funding to terrorist organizations. In 2006, then-Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice labeled Iran “the central banker of terrorism.” In 2007, the U.S. Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issued an advisory on the Iranian financial system, reminding financial institutions about U.S. sanctions applied to Iranian government-owned banks and other entities owing to their links to terrorist activity and proliferation. Subsequent designations by the U.S. Treasury Department noted the role of the CBI in financing terrorism.

In November 2011, under the Obama administration, FinCEN published a draft rule designating Iran as a jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern, noting that “Iranian financial institutions, including the Central Bank of Iran … and other state-controlled entities, willingly engage in deceptive practices to disguise illicit conduct” such as support for proliferation and terrorism. While not binding, banks largely complied with the draft rule.

106 Finding That the Islamic Republic of Iran Is a Jurisdiction of Primary Money Laundering Concern, U.S. Department of the Treasury, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, 76 Federal Register 72756, November 25,
While Congress is divided on policy toward Iran, there is bipartisan agreement on the use of sanctions against Hizballah, which has ample American blood on its hands and boasts an arsenal of 150,000 rockets trained on Israeli targets, including cities. The Hizballah International Financing Prevention Amendments Act (HIFPAA), which Congress overwhelmingly passed in 2018, mandates the application of sanctions against any agency or instrumentality of a foreign state — such as the CBI — that provides financial support to Hizballah. These sanctions are mandatory, and it is possible that the Biden administration will seek to waive statutory Hizballah sanctions in addition to the delistings and licenses pending before Congress today.

Sanctions Against the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and the National Iranian Tanker Company (NITC)

The new nuclear deal, if it goes ahead, will reportedly lift SDGT designations on the state-run NIOC and its subsidiary NITC. President Obama first sanctioned NIOC in 2012 under E.O. 13662 but lifted the designation in 2016 pursuant to the JCPOA. In 2020, the Trump administration redesignated NIOC for its financial support for the IRGC Quds Force. “In spring 2019 alone,” stated the Treasury Department, “an IRGC-QF-led network employed more than a dozen NITC vessels to transport nearly 10 million barrels of crude oil, mostly destined for the Assad regime. Iran continues to perpetuate the Syrian conflict with these kinds of transactions.”

The NIOC and NITC designations are the result of thorough U.S. intelligence, legal, and policy assessments of their records. As Gabriel Noronha writes, NIOC and NITC were sanctioned under counterterrorism authorities approved by career interagency lawyers, including from the Department of Justice and Department of the Treasury. These sanctions came from a rigorous interagency process that ensured we would not impose them haphazardly; but once such a determination is made, they are not supposed to be lifted until it can be proven the sanctioned entities [no] longer support terrorism.

The Biden Administration’s Commitment to Terrorism Sanctions

The IRGC’s bloody record initially led President Biden and his senior officials to pledge that Washington would retain non-nuclear sanctions against Iran even under a new deal. But the administration is poised to break that pledge if the new deal goes through, by lifting scores of terrorism, missile, and human rights designations.

---


In a September 2020 op-ed for CNN, then-candidate Biden wrote, “We will continue to use targeted sanctions against Iran’s human rights abuses, its support for terrorism and ballistic missile program.” During Secretary Blinken’s confirmation hearing before this committee in January 2021, a senator asked him whether he thought lifting terrorism sanctions would advance U.S. national security interests. “I do not,” Blinken responded, “and I think there is nothing … inconsistent with making sure that we are doing everything possible, including the toughest possible sanctions, to deal with Iranian support for terrorism.”

During her confirmation hearing before this committee in March 2021, Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman expressed a similar view. “It is a fair statement,” she said, “that we have to keep sanctions on that deal with human rights abuses, state sponsorship of terrorism, arms sales, et cetera.” Likewise, during his confirmation hearing the same month, Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Colin Kahl said that Washington “should not be loosening sanctions on terrorism or human rights or anything else that checks back Iran’s destabilizing activities.”

If the Biden administration lifts terrorism and human rights sanctions on the regime in Iran, top officials will have broken their commitments to your committee as well as to the Senate Armed Services Committee, and will have undermined peaceful tools of American power to counter the Islamic Republic’s misconduct.

The New Deal’s Nuclear Inspections Regimen

The new deal will not meaningfully constrain Iran’s nuclear activities any more than its predecessor did. These activities continue today. In March, Tehran and the IAEA reached an agreement that would require Iran to explain the presence of uranium particles at three undeclared nuclear sites. President Biden’s team agreed to give the IAEA until June to keep trying to get answers regarding the three sites. After that, if past is precedent, the Biden team will likely ignore Iran’s nuclear intransigence and block punitive action by the IAEA Board of Governors.

After it gets substantial sanctions relief, Iran will have no incentive to cooperate with the IAEA or to fully account for its nuclear weapons work at the three remaining sites (or any other sites or activities subsequently discovered). Tehran would also lack any incentive to be transparent about...

---


its past activities. Even if IAEA Director General Rafael Grossi reports to the board that Iran has not cooperated with the safeguards probe, the parties to the JCPOA are unlikely to put the nuclear deal’s continued implementation at risk by censuring Iran.116

In this regard, the IAEA seems to be repeating the same mistake it made in December 2015, when the agency dropped its investigation of the PMD of Iran’s nuclear program. In so doing, the IAEA left unanswered a series of questions about Iran’s atomic program.

The JCPOA and its successor accord therefore do not put Iran’s nuclear program “back in the box,” as Secretary Blinken claimed.117 Rather, as FDD’s Richard Goldberg put it, “If you want to call this a box, it’s the first box that’s ever been in existence that has no top or side, because Iran gets to keep all of this enrichment capability on hand.”118 Under the deal, Iran would keep that capability and would be permitted to further expand it.

Under a new deal, Iran likely will be permitted to store more than 2,000 of its fastest, most advanced centrifuge machines, meaning they would be physically accessible should Tehran renege on its commitments.119 Iran may begin enriching uranium using thousands of models of advanced centrifuges in 2027. Tehran would also be permitted to stockpile an additional 2,400 of its most advanced centrifuges by 2029.120

As a result, Iran’s breakout time will shorten over the course of a new deal.121 The Islamic Republic would retain the technical capability to ramp up uranium enrichment at will, meaning there would be no practical restriction preventing Tehran from rapidly breaking out using declared facilities or “sneaking out” to atomic weapons using a few hundred centrifuges moved to clandestine facilities.

In light of this reality, writes former IAEA official Olli Heinonen, “It is essential that the JCPOA, if it is reintroduced, has new provisions to address [Iran’s] nuclear weapons activities and that those experiments and capabilities have been verifiably and irreversibly dismantled.”122

---
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Iran’s Ballistic Missile Program

As FDD’s Behnam Ben Taleblu notes, the new deal — like the 2015 accord — likely will do nothing to stymie Iran’s ballistic missile program, which U.S. intelligence assesses as the largest in the Middle East. The intelligence community also assesses that ballistic missiles are Tehran’s “preferred method of delivering nuclear weapons.” Worse, if not amended, the nuclear deal will lift European Union sanctions by 2023 against a plethora of missile-related defense entities in Iran. Since the JCPOA’s finalization in 2015, the Islamic Republic has conducted more than 100 ballistic missile tests.

Iran uses ballistic missiles to threaten as well as punish its regional adversaries. The regime’s ballistic missile program also offers Tehran a potential option to deliver weapons of mass destruction (WMD). In a December 2021 interview, U.S. Central Command Commander Gen. Kenneth McKenzie said Iran’s missiles pose a more immediate threat than its nuclear program. Tehran has spent the past decade growing the lethality of its ballistic missile arsenal — as well as other long-range strike systems such as drones and cruise missiles, which Tehran employed against Saudi oil facilities in 2019.

In addition, Iran is proliferating missile-related military technology to its terrorist proxies and supporting their local production of rockets and other projectiles for use in attacks on U.S. allies and partners. Iran’s proliferation of long-range strike capabilities to its so-called “Axis of Resistance” means that U.S. partners and allies in the region need to be concerned about and offset multi-directional attacks from different Iranian proxies that have the capability to expand their reach.

127 This figure is based on research for a forthcoming FDD monograph by Behnam Ben Taleblu.
conflict zones. For example, earlier this year, the Iran-backed Houthi rebels in Yemen targeted the United Arab Emirates with ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, and drones.131

The more confident Tehran is in its ballistic missile capabilities, the more likely it may be to lower the threshold for their use. For example, in March 2022, Iran fired ballistic missiles at the home of a Kurdish oil magnate near a U.S. diplomatic facility in Erbil — the fifth ballistic missile operation originating from Iranian territory in recent years.132

Tehran also aims to develop ICBMs under the cover of its space program, which the regime regularly employs to test space launch vehicles (SLV). Given that SLVs and ICBMs use similar technologies, an SLV program can inform an ICBM pathway through testing and studies of engines, staging, and more. As the State Department put it in 2019, “Iran’s civilian space launch vehicle program allows it to gain experience with various technologies necessary for development of an ICBM – including staging, ignition of upper-stage engines, and control of a multiple-stage missile throughout flight.”133

The new ultra-hardline government of Ebrahim Raisi appears intent on bolstering Iran’s SLV program and is reinvigorating testing and development. Already, Iran has produced a new and larger solid-propellant motor for its SLVs,134 raising concerns about Iranian intentions to expand the range of its ballistic missiles to the point that they could eventually target Europe or potentially even the American homeland.135

As FDD’s Saeed Ghasseminejad observes,136 Iran’s ballistic missile program is controlled by the IRGC, the dominant force in the country’s economy. To advance the program, the IRGC relies on universities and research institutions as well as key sectors of the Iranian economy, including the metallurgy, mining, chemicals, petrochemicals, energy, construction, automotive, electronic, telecommunication, and computer science sectors. Thus, any U.S. effort to stop the regime’s ballistic missile program will need to rely on robust sanctions against the IRGC. Unfortunately, a new deal likely would instead lift sanctions on the IRGC and IRGC-connected entities.

---


Russian Transactions With Iran\textsuperscript{137}

In a last-minute ultimatum weeks before what many believed would be the new deal’s finalization, Moscow demanded guarantees that U.S. sanctions would not interfere with civil nuclear work envisioned under the 2015 JCPOA. Under this arrangement, the Biden administration would not sanction Iranian entities transacting with key Russian businesses. The deal reportedly would also give Vladimir Putin’s regime the right to conduct nuclear work with the Islamic Republic, including a contract to expand Iran’s nuclear infrastructure and, as stipulated in the JCPOA, to hold Iran’s fissile material on Russian soil, even as Putin engages in nuclear saber rattling amid his war in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{138} Putin would effectively become the guarantor of Iran’s nuclear behavior.

While Russia’s gambit may seem part of the standard give-and-take of negotiations, Moscow’s real motive was likely financial. As Putin and his oligarchs feel the pain of Ukraine sanctions, Russia cannot afford to miss out on a major payday in Iran. Hidden in the JCPOA is tacit permission for Russia to expand Iran’s Bushehr nuclear power plant, a project worth some $10 billion to the Kremlin.

Tehran reportedly owes $500 million to Russia’s state nuclear agency, Rosatom, for past work. Rosatom is the entity Russia tapped to assume operational control of key Ukrainian nuclear power plants. The Biden administration was considering sanctions against Rosatom for its role in the Ukraine conflict. But when Moscow threatened to scuttle the Iran talks in retaliation, the administration quickly backed down.

Russia may also try to use Iran as a financial conduit to evade Ukraine sanctions. A revival of the nuclear deal would remove most U.S. sanctions against hundreds of Iranian banks, companies, and individuals. If sanctioned Russian banks, companies, or individuals trade or transact with newly un-sanctioned Iranian counterparts, the Biden administration could not “re-sanction” the Iranian entities for doing business with Russia — it would be a violation of the JCPOA. Iran’s ability to engage in nuclear blackmail under the deal gives Putin a de facto white channel for Russian sanctions-busting through Iranian entities.

Russia’s demand reflects its decisive role in the negotiations. The terms of the new Iran agreement were brokered in part by Moscow. Tehran would never assent to a deal without Putin’s consent, because the regime knows it will need Russia in the future.\textsuperscript{139}


Lifting Sanctions on Iran’s Human Rights Abusers

If it moves ahead, the new deal would lift sanctions on a range of Iranian officials responsible for human rights abuses who play no role in Iran’s nuclear program.\(^{140}\) This concession will embolden the regime in Iran to commit further human rights abuses against its own people and enable it to whitewash its history.

As FDD’s Orde Kittrie observes,\(^{141}\) lifting sanctions on Iranian human rights abusers and terrorism sponsors would send a dangerous message of impunity to Putin and his henchmen at a time when they are committing war crimes in Ukraine and human rights abuses in Russia. Lifting sanctions on leading Iranian human rights abusers would be contrary to America’s values and would abandon the Islamic Republic’s many victims, including hundreds of current political prisoners and detainees.\(^{142}\) It would also weaken deterrence against future abuses in Iran, making it harder for the Iranian people to liberate themselves from the Islamist regime.

Iran saw mass uprisings in 2009, 2018, 2019, and 2020. In November 2019 alone, the regime murdered about 1,500 Iranian protesters, according to Reuters.\(^{143}\) As we are reviewing Iran policy at this hearing, Iranian protestors are back on the streets denouncing the regime’s economic mismanagement, corruption, and repression. Like other protests over the years, crowds have called for an end to the Islamic Republic.\(^{144}\)

The regime’s repression will likely cause even more mass uprisings in the future.\(^{145}\) If Washington lifts these sanctions, Iranian officials will have even fewer worries about the personal price they might pay for crushing new uprisings.\(^{146}\)

The agreement reportedly will terminate sanctions imposed pursuant to E.O. 13876, which authorizes sanctions against Iran’s supreme leader and any Iranian whom he appoints to office.\(^{147}\) Khamenei was Iran’s president from 1981 until 1989 and has been its supreme leader since

---


then. As such, he is ultimately responsible for four decades of Iranian human rights abuses and support for terrorism.

A U.S. federal court held Khamenei personally responsible for the deaths of 19 U.S. servicemembers in the bombing of the Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia. Federal courts have also held Khamenei personally responsible for the deaths of U.S. civilians in three terrorist bombings in Israel — two on public buses and one at an outdoor market in Jerusalem.

Under the new deal, the United States reportedly will lift sanctions on Raisi, who played a key role in the 1988 massacre of thousands of Iranian dissidents. He also served as the head of Iran’s judiciary between 2019 and 2021, making him complicit in the torture and execution of countless additional dissidents. Despite being a prolific human rights abuser, Raisi is currently sanctioned only under E.O. 13876 and has not been designated pursuant to any U.S. or international human rights sanctions authorities. Rescinding E.O. 13876 or canceling its application to Raisi would make him sanctions-free.

Washington’s experience negotiating with the Soviet Union, which had a much more advanced nuclear program and military than Iran does today, demonstrates that lifting pressure on human rights abusers is not necessary to negotiate and implement verifiable arms control agreements. In fact, past efforts have shown that it is counterproductive.

For example, President Ronald Reagan, while negotiating the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, made no concessions on human rights in order to achieve progress on arms control. Instead, Reagan made clear to the Soviets that progress on human rights was key to increasing trust on arms control.

The ‘Inherent Guarantee’ of Iran’s Nuclear Snapback

Among the Biden team’s many concessions in Vienna, one of the most concerning would be the recognition of an “inherent guarantee” stipulating that if a future U.S. administration exits the deal (as President Trump did in 2018), the regime in Iran will be allowed to enrich uranium to 20 percent and then to 60 percent — a level with no civilian purpose — and to install thousands of advanced centrifuges.

---


The Iranian “inherent guarantee” — a form of nuclear blackmail to enable Iranian-Russian commercial and arms trade as well as other Iranian illicit behavior. The Biden administration has undermined its own tools of American power to counter the regime, handcuffing Washington from using its most powerful economic punishments and enabling the clerical regime to improve the warfighting abilities of Iran and its proxies. Congress must be on guard to ensure the new deal, including any side letters to the deal, contain neither this guarantee nor anything like it. Like with the 2015 agreement, the American public may never see the text of these side promises and the extent of President Biden’s concessions.

Iran’s Sanctions Evasion

Iran has a long history of sanctions evasion, both past and present. According to a March 18 report in The Wall Street Journal, Tehran “established a clandestine banking and finance system to handle tens of billions of dollars in annual trade banned under U.S.-led sanctions, enabling Iran to endure the U.S. economic siege and giving Tehran leverage in multilateral nuclear talks, according to Western diplomats, intelligence officials, and documents.”152 FDD scholars have identified and exposed this system, which would remain in place under the new deal, allowing Iran to build economic resilience against future U.S. sanctions.153

The Biden administration’s failure to enforce key sanctions against Iran, particularly against the energy sector, facilitated this clandestine sanctions-busting scheme. In 2021, Iran exported an estimated 418 million barrels of oil, 123 million more than the previous year. China imported three quarters of this oil.154 Thanks to these sales, Iran’s fully accessible foreign currency reserves went from only $4 billion in 2020 to $31 billion in 2021.155 As Gabriel Noronha notes, the IMF projects that these reserves may reach $42.9 billion by the end of 2022.156 Tehran also obtained a $5 billion foreign currency boost from the IMF.157 Iran’s economy grew by an
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156 @GLNoronha, “Update: According to the IMF, Iran’s foreign currency reserves are continuing their massive recovery as Biden refuses to enforce U.S. sanctions on Iran. By the end of this year, their foreign currency reserves are slated to be 10x higher than in 2020.” Twitter, May 11, 2022. (https://twitter.com/GLNoronha/status/1524562626759569410)
157 @GLNoronha, “Most of the sanctions haven’t been lifted yet as part of the new deal. But they received a $5B foreign currency boost from the IMF (approved by the US), and over $10B in new oil sales (plus a lot more trade) because @USTreasury won’t enforce its existing sanctions,” Twitter, March 23, 2022. (https://twitter.com/GLNoronha/status/1506754723478741002)
estimated 3.4 percent to 6.2 percent over the past 12 months,\textsuperscript{158} a sharp reversal from its 6.8 percent contraction in 2019.\textsuperscript{159}

Tehran’s sanctions-evasion schemes have infected the entire Iranian financial system. In 2007, FinCEN issued an advisory on the Iranian financial system, reminding companies about U.S. sanctions imposed against Iranian government-owned banks and other entities owing to their links to terrorist activity and proliferation.\textsuperscript{160}

In November 2011, FinCEN moved to designate Iran as a jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act.\textsuperscript{161} In effect, FinCEN issued a warning that the threat of illicit finance had permeated every corner of the Iranian economy, so foreign banks that do business in Iran should take special precautions. That advice was not binding, but leading international banks still complied with it.

While the United States remained a participant in the 2015 nuclear deal, the Obama administration hesitated to finalize the FinCEN designation under Section 311, which would have made it binding. As in the case of the CBI, the JCPOA’s unintended effect was to protect Iran’s illicit financial networks, lest any push for accountability lead Tehran to renounce the nuclear agreement.

In 2019, more than a year after the Trump administration withdrew from the nuclear deal, FinCEN issued a new evidentiary finding and a final rule designating Iran as a jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern and imposing binding restrictions on U.S. banks.\textsuperscript{162}

It was not just the United States that had come to this conclusion, but multilateral bodies as well. In 2007, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) — a 39-member inter-governmental body that establishes international financial standards — first cited Iran as a threat to the international financial system, noting its lack of anti-money laundering and combatting the financing of

\textsuperscript{158} @GLNoronha, “NEW DATA: According to Iranian government documents, after U.S. stopped enforcing Iran sanctions, the regime enjoyed 3.4% and 6.2% economic growth in the past 12 months. How was it spent? On more funding for torture sites, IRGC security, and kidnapping plots,” Twitter, March 23, 2022. (https://twitter.com/GLNoronha/status/1506737569018621965)


terrorism (AML/CFT) mechanisms.\textsuperscript{163} In 2008, FATF called on its members to conduct enhanced due diligence when transacting with Iranian financial institutions.\textsuperscript{164} Finally, in 2009, FATF imposed countermeasures against Iran after it failed to meaningfully address its AML/CFT weaknesses.\textsuperscript{165}

While Iran never strengthened its AML/CFT mechanisms, the 2015 nuclear deal once again granted it a reprieve. The Obama administration lent its support to an arrangement that would suspend FATF countermeasures against the Islamic Republic for two years, during which time Tehran would complete an “action plan” to bring itself into compliance with FATF standards.\textsuperscript{166} Iran never made a good faith effort to address money laundering and terror finance concerns, yet it took until 2020 for FATF members to reach a consensus on re-imposing countermeasures.\textsuperscript{167}

Iran cannot rehabilitate itself from financial criminal to good financial citizen while keeping in place a massive money laundering architecture. Even the maintenance of the IRGC as an SDGT — despite the designation’s weakness compared with an FTO — highlights the money laundering architecture that remains a threat to the integrity of the international financial system and the international correspondent banking network.

This threat could expand if Washington fails to enforce existing sanctions laws, such as the Comprehensive Iran, Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2010 and the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act of 2017. Russia, for example, could use this Iranian money laundering and sanctions busting architecture for its own efforts to circumvent Western sanctions. Iran will keep this black architecture in place to evade future sanctions.

**Policy Recommendations: Confront Iran the Reagan Way**\textsuperscript{168}

In the short term, Tehran must know that it will face severe consequences if it does not agree to a wholly different deal that permanently blocks all pathways to nuclear weapons. This new deal should have no sunsets under which restrictions expire. U.S. negotiators must close the current


deal’s many gaps relating to inspections, nuclear weaponization, missile development, support for terrorism, and other malign Iranian activities.

Going back in time, the current situation with Iran is reminiscent of President Ronald Reagan’s moment in history in confronting the Soviet Union, when he came to believe that coercive measures would work to exploit Moscow’s weaknesses and help hasten the Soviet regime’s collapse. Similarly, the Biden administration should deploy a comprehensive set of coercive tools to combat the full range of Tehran’s malign behavior, including its nuclear advances, regional aggression, human rights abuses, and global terrorist networks.

In the early 1980s, President Reagan seriously upgraded his predecessors’ “containment” strategy by pushing policies that tried to roll back Soviet expansionism. The cornerstone of his strategy was the recognition that the Soviet Union was an aggressive and revolutionary yet internally fragile state that Washington could defeat. Reagan’s policy was outlined in 1983 in National Security Decision Directive 75 (NSDD-75), a comprehensive strategy that called for the use of all instruments of American overt and covert power. The plan included a massive defense buildup, economic warfare, support for anti-Soviet proxy forces and dissidents, and an all-out offensive against the regime’s ideological legitimacy.

The Biden administration — or, by 2025, perhaps a new president — should call for a new version of NSDD-75 and go on offense against the regime in Iran. The administration would be wise to address every aspect of the Iranian menace, not merely the nuclear program, and to leverage all instruments of American power. President Obama’s narrow focus on disarmament paralyzed American policy. His engagement with the Islamic Republic as an end in itself suffered from the same mistaken assumptions that American presidents have entertained about Communist China. Those mistaken assumptions about engagement made China wealthy and more powerful but did not moderate China’s rulers. The recent election of Raisi, a mass murdering cleric close to the supreme leader, who was elected by the lowest number of voters in Iran’s history, should sober up Team Biden to the unmistakable conclusion: The Islamic Republic cannot be reformed.

President Biden also should avoid the arms-control trap that paralyzed Obama’s Iran policy. Under Obama’s nuclear accord, Tehran does not need to cheat to reach threshold nuclear-weapons capabilities. Merely by waiting for key constraints to sunset, the regime can emerge over the next decade with an industrial-size enrichment program, a near-zero breakout time, and an easier clandestine “sneakout” path to an atomic weapon. Tehran can also acquire long-range, nuclear-armed ballistic missiles, much better conventional weaponry, regional dominance, and a more powerful economy increasingly immunized against Western sanctions.

1. **The Biden administration should halt negotiations with Iran until the regime agrees that the purpose of talks is to achieve a permanent cut-off of all pathways to an Iranian nuclear weapon.**

   The United States must stop negotiating from a position of weakness. So long as Washington refuses to wield its robust economic leverage against Iran, enforce existing sanctions, and use or credibly threaten the use of other instruments of American coercion,
the regime will not accept potent constraints on its nuclear program. Moreover, by negotiating without requiring Tehran to halts its plots against current and former U.S. officials, the Biden administration conveys desperation, thereby emboldening the regime to demand more concessions.

In this context, President Biden should replace Special Representative for Iran Robert Malley with an official more willing to negotiate from a position of strength. Malley has publicly condemned the use of pressure on the regime and advocated robust U.S. concessions to Iran that would merely enrich Tehran and embolden the regime to advance its nuclear program, to increase its regional aggression, and to stifle dissent at home. If the Biden administration seeks successful talks, it must use its economic and military leverage to force Iran to make concessions.

2. **President Biden should stand firm in his refusal thus far to remove the IRGC from the FTO list.**

   To date, the Biden administration appears unwilling to delist the IRGC even though this steadfastness may lead Iran to walk away from the table. However, in his eagerness to reach a deal, Biden may be tempted to accommodate Tehran’s demands and drop the designation, which provides important leverage against the IRGC. This would be a serious mistake. The IRGC is a terrorist organization through and through. Only when that changes would delisting be appropriate.

3. **Congress should codify the IRGC’s designation as both an FTO and an SDGT until such time that the executive branch can demonstrate that the IRGC has fully repudiated all terrorist activities and support to terrorist organizations.**

   As FDD’s Matthew Zweig states, given the scope and breadth of its support for terrorism, the IRGC must demonstrate that it has verifiably and completely ended its terrorist activities. As part of this process, Tehran must provide compensation to American victims of the IRGC, including Gold Star families.

   Congress has overwhelmingly opposed the delisting of the IRGC as an FTO. On May 5, the U.S. Senate passed — by a vote of 62-33 — a non-binding motion calling for any agreement with Tehran to address “the full range of Iran’s destabilizing activities,” including its missile program, terrorism, and sanctions evasion. On the same day, the Senate passed another non-binding motion — by a vote of 86-12 — stating that sanctions on the IRGC as well as the CBI, which funds the IRGC, “are necessary to limit … cooperation” between Iran and China.¹⁶⁹

   FDD’s Richard Goldberg notes that President Biden may be considering a compromise: Remove the IRGC in its entirety from the FTO list and replace it with the narrower designation of the IRGC Quds Force — giving a pass to the vast IRGC-controlled
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¹⁶⁹ Marc Rod, “62 senators, including 16 Democrats, vote to oppose nuclear-only Iran deal,” *Jewish Insider*, May 4, 2022. (https://jewishinsider.com/2022/05/62-senators-including-16-democrats-vote-to-oppose-nuclear-only-iran-deal)
business empire that subsidizes Quds Force operations. The United States should not distinguish between the IRGC’s multiple divisions, all of which — including the Quds Force — receive orders and funding from the broader IRGC leadership. The IRGC as a whole is the actor that controls entire industries and structurally significant companies such as NIOC.  

Even if President Biden does maintain the FTO designation against the entire IRGC, he owes Congress an explanation as to why he is offering to inject the IRGC — an organization plotting to assassinate current and former U.S. officials — with billions of dollars by lifting terrorism sanctions on the Iranian entities that illicit fund the IRGC, such as CBI, NIOC, and NITC.

4. **The Biden administration should not rely on Russia to broker a deal with Iran.**

By relying on the Kremlin to broker an agreement, the Biden administration strengthens Russian influence in the region and advances Moscow and Tehran’s shared goal of weakening U.S. global leadership. President Biden himself said Russia should be treated as a “pariah,” yet he has permitted Moscow to play a pivotal role in the Iran nuclear talks, including by being the guarantor of Iran’s nuclear program under the JCPOA and any deal based on it.

5. **The United States should insist on strict standards for any future deal with Iran.**

At the very least, a new agreement should require intrusive, 24/7 monitoring of Iran’s nuclear program, including military sites; obligate Tehran to dismantle the entirety of its uranium enrichment program; impose meaningful enforcement mechanisms; contain no sunset provisions; address ballistic missiles; and halt Iran’s regional aggression and domestic repression. Congress should lift such provisions only if Iran halts the malign behavior that necessitated them.

6. **Biden must abandon the misguided notion that Iran will negotiate seriously for a “longer and stronger” deal if the shorter, weaker one delivers all or most of what Tehran wants.**

Iran will only make concessions to Washington if the regime faces severe consequences for its malign conduct. Tehran would regard any unreciprocated U.S. concessions as a
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form of weakness that it could exploit to extract more of them from the Biden administration.

7. **The United States should retain the full scope of its terrorism sanctions — particularly those on the CBI, NIOC, and NITC.**

The Central Bank of Iran, National Iranian Oil Company, and National Iranian Tanker Company constitute key financiers of the IRGC, thereby cementing the Guard’s role as a bulwark of the Iranian economy. For as long as they fund a terrorist organization, the CBI, NIOC, and NITC should remain under terror sanctions.

The Biden administration should insist that any new deal preserve current sanctions on the CBI, NIOC, and NITC. In a recent letter to President Biden, 165 House members said they will “work tirelessly” to oppose the lifting of sanctions against the IRGC and other Iranian entities that support terrorism.173

8. **Congress should pass legislation that would block a $10 billion agreement between Iran and Russia’s Rosatom to advance civilian nuclear projects. The bill should also revoke any Iran sanctions waiver authorities with respect to Russia and should not allow Iran to send fissile material to Russia.**

Given Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and war crimes against its neighbors, no deal with Iran should reward Moscow by enriching Rosatom. “Rosatom’s projects in Iran are crucial to the company’s future financial viability — that’s exactly why we should shut them down by disrupting their foreign contracts — especially those with a regime like Iran,” says Gabriel Noronha. “We’re doing the opposite. The United States should sanction Rosatom for its involvement in Russia’s war on Ukraine, but in classic fashion, we’re giving them full sanctions immunity that will stabilize Rosatom’s finances.”174 Unlike the JCPOA, no new deal should send Iranian fissile material to Russia. That would give Putin an instrument of nuclear blackmail he would be sure to leverage.

If and when Congress moves forward with secondary sanctions on Russia, Iran will insist that its banks — even its central bank — be immune from such sanctions. Tehran will claim that any punishment of an Iranian bank for helping Russia evade sanctions would constitute a violation of the nuclear deal. Congress should force the president’s hand and ensure future Russian and Iranian secondary sanctions are fully enforced to deny Moscow a sanctions-evasion hub in Iran.
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9. **The United States must be the global leader in nuclear nonproliferation.**

As part of that leadership, the Biden administration should continue to insist on the full removal of Iran’s enrichment and plutonium reprocessing program by restoring the pre-2015 JCPOA international standard. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee must address why the United Arab Emirates and South Korea, close American allies, have pledged to forgo uranium enrichment — the so called “gold standard” — while an American enemy that has killed and maimed thousands of Americans retains and has the internationally agreed-upon right to expand its enrichment program. Anything short of the termination of such capabilities would enable Iran to dial up its atomic threat at will and would incentivize other countries in the Middle East and in East Asia to develop their own enrichment capabilities.

10. **Washington should punish Iran if the regime continues its refusal to cooperate with the IAEA’s investigations of Iran’s nuclear weapons program.**

The IAEA needs unfettered access to all of Iran’s declared and undeclared sites. If Iran denies this access, Washington should encourage the IAEA Board of Governors to pass a resolution formally declaring Tehran to be in noncompliance with the CSA and the NPT. If Tehran continues to stonewall the agency, the Board of Governors should refer Iran to the UN Security Council for countermeasures.

It is pointless to talk about a new JCPOA while Iran violates its fundamental NPT and CSA commitments. By insisting on robust penalties for Tehran’s noncompliance, the United States can ultimately begin rebuilding a multilateral economic pressure campaign on Iran with the support of key European and Asian allies.

11. **The Biden administration must demand limits on Iran’s ballistic missile development as part of any final deal.**

The original JCPOA failed to prohibit the development of ballistic missiles, which are the delivery vehicle for nuclear weapons. Instead, UN Security Council resolution 2231, which endorses the JCPOA, contained a non-binding resolution that merely called on Iran to halt its production of missiles until 2023. Tehran has ignored that resolution. Iran fields nuclear-capable missiles capable of striking Israel and Europe. Tehran is also developing technology that it can use to build ICBMs capable of reaching the U.S. homeland.

12. **The United States should work toward developing an integrated air-and-missile defense system in the Middle East, bringing together U.S. partners and allies, all with the goal of offsetting, countering, and defeating Iran’s growing missile and drone capabilities.**

To achieve this objective, the Biden administration needs to repair its relationship with Saudi Arabia and bring the kingdom into the Abraham Accords, creating a broader regional architecture to counter Iran and a framework for greater regional peace and security. Washington should also expedite the production and deployment of any American missile defense systems purchased by American partners in the region that remain on order.
13. **Washington should step up efforts to expose, disrupt, and deter Iranian illicit procurement activity around the globe related to military-grade or dual-use equipment, WMD-related technologies, and the means to deliver them.**

The advent of the JCPOA in 2015 did not put a stop to illicit Iranian procurement activity through cut-outs and front companies in Europe and Asia. Nor did the COVID-19 global pandemic. Iran has continued to use dubious financial and commercial practices when seeking dual-use, controlled, or military-related technology to expand its domestic military capabilities. Working with U.S. partners to enhance export controls while using sanctions and other economic and legal means to crack down on Tehran’s illicit procurement networks can help prevent Iran from acquiring these items.

14. **Congress should insist upon its statutory authority to review any nuclear agreement pursuant to the Iran Nuclear Agreement Review Act of 2015 (INARA).**

As FDD’s Andrea Stricker and Anthony Ruggiero write, INARA requires the president to submit to Congress any agreement with Iran and “all related materials and annexes.” The president must submit the agreement for review within five days of its finalization, and Congress then has 90 days to hold hearings on and debate the deal. Finally, INARA ensures a vote on whether to lift sanctions. Since the president can veto a resolution prohibiting him from lifting sanctions, blocking a deal requires a two-thirds majority in both chambers. Thus, bipartisanship is essential.

But even if opponents do not clear the two-thirds threshold, significant opposition sends a clear message to Tehran that the deal may last only as long as President Biden remains in the White House. If the administration prefers an enduring agreement, it should stop relying on a partisan minority and submit a stronger accord to the Senate for ratification as a formal treaty. Ratification by the Senate would necessitate a bipartisan consensus on the merits of an accord and render it far less susceptible to cancellation by the next president.

Supporters of the JCPOA may argue that the Biden administration need not submit the deal to Congress for a vote, since the new agreement merely constitutes a restoration of the 2015 accord, which Congress failed to block. However, media reports on the negotiations indicate that the revived JCPOA includes major new concessions that make the deal considerably weaker than its processor. Thus, the revived deal effectively
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amounts to a new pact. For this reason, President Biden is legally obligated to submit the agreement to Congress.

Moreover, like its predecessor, the new deal may contain confidential side agreements with additional concessions. Pursuant to INARA, lawmakers should insist upon the Biden administration’s submission of all side agreements to Congress.

**15. The United States should support pro-democracy movements in Iran.**

Washington should target the regime’s soft underbelly: its massive corruption and human rights abuses, especially against women. Conventional wisdom assumes that Iran has a stable government. In reality, the gap between the ruled and their Islamist overlords is expanding, as demonstrated by Iran’s June 2021 presidential election, in which over 50 percent of Iranians voted against the supreme leader’s hand-picked winner, Ebrahim Raisi, and another 20 percent spoiled their ballots in protest. Many Iranians no longer believe that Iran’s “reformist” camp can change the Islamic Republic from within. After the 2009 uprisings, Khamenei alluded to his regime being “on the edge of a cliff.” President Biden or his successor should create the distinct impression that America will help to push it over that edge.

To achieve this goal, the president should repeatedly challenge the Islamic Republic’s legitimacy, highlight the plight of innocent Iranian persecuted by the regime, and sanction human rights abusers and corrupt Iranian officials. The president should also make clear that Washington will accept nothing short of a free and democratic Iran.

**16. Supply Israel with bombs capable of destroying Iran’s nuclear facilities.**

Key Iranian nuclear facilities reside deep underground, shielding them from conventional strikes by the Israeli air force. Yet Washington has the weaponry that could likely penetrate and destroy these facilities. Giving Israel this weaponry would strengthen U.S. and Israeli deterrence and make potential U.S. and Israeli threats of military action more credible. As FDD’s Bradley Bowman and Enia Krivine write, the Biden administration should also expedite its delivery of advanced aerial refueling fleets to Israel and immediately begin training Israeli pilots to use them.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I look forward to your questions.
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